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Extended abstract
OceanVar is the variational ocean data assimilation system developed at CMCC to provide initial
conditions for ocean reanalyses (Storto et al., 2011) and operational forecasts (Dobricic and Pinardi,
2008). It is a three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) system, formulated in its classical incremental
variant. It supports the assimilation of all ocean in-situ measurements of temperature and salinity
and the assimilation of remotely sensed data (altimetry, sea surface temperature and salinity), from a
number of different datasets depending on the specific application. The background-error covariance
matrix is composed by two linear terms accounting, respectively, for vertical covariances and
horizontal correlations. The former are modeled through the use of multivariate EOFs, while the
latter through the application of recursive filters (RF). Multivariate balances can be specified as
purely statistical or through the application of steady state balances or simplified models. Preprocessing of the observations includes climatology and background quality checks and thinning of
dense observations. OceanVar is hybrid MPI-OpenMP parallel and runs on a variety of different
architectures.
CMCC has recently developed a very high resolution Ocean General Circulation Model (OGCM)
based on NEMO ocean engine, at 1/16 horizontal resolution (Iovino et al., 2014). The use of
OceanVar for this global model is clearly demanding. It is therefore necessary to improve the code in
terms of optimization and scalability. From previous profiling reports, the horizontal operator,
responsible for the horizontal spread of the observational information, is by far the most demanding
part of the data assimilation system. We will therefore concentrate our optimization efforts on the
horizontal operator, with the aim of improving its performance in a parallel architecture.
At the moment, the horizontal operator consists of recursive filter. Recently, the recursive filter was
upgraded to a third-order formulation (Farina et al., 2015), which allowed improved performance
and accuracy since it is able to mimic a Gaussian shape in only 1 iteration of the filter, while the
previous first-order recursive filter needed at least 4 iterations to provide a Gaussian-like shape of
the horizontal correlation. On the other hand, the formulation was modified to allow non-uniform
horizontal correlations (Storto et al., 2014), which turned out to have crucial impact especially in
areas of strong mesoscale activity.
However, the current system is characterized by some weaknesses, regarding its boundary (land-sea)
conditions and its parallelization strategy, which compromise the overall performances. Concerning
the former, to overcome the land discontinuity, the filter projects the geographical domain onto an
imaginary irregular grid, with “ghost points” at the sea boundary in order to neglect the effects of
the recursive filter boundary conditions. This turns out to i) increase the memory consumption of
OceanVar (the recursive filter imaginary grid size is typically much larger than the geographical
grid) and ii) make the parallelization non-trivial as it requires a separate domain decomposition with
respect to that of the geographical grid. The second weakness regards the parallelization strategy: at
the moment OceanVar has a hybrid parallelism. OpenMP serves the parallelization along the
vertical levels, while MPI serves the parallelization on macro domain on the horizontal. The macrodomains are blind to each other, i.e. the OceanVar solution is not globally optimal, and to limit the
discontinuities of the solutions we use a halo region that typically extends to a few tenths of
gridpoints. This intrinsically limits the scalability of the system, further to not providing a solution
that is globally optimal.
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In this project, we aim at overcoming the two weaknesses. We will begin with determining suitable
analytic boundary condition for the RF as described in the work of Triggs et al (2006). The analytic
boundary conditions want to replace the existing ghost points, in order to remove the edge artifacts,
introduced by the RF for the computing of the background-error-horizontal-covariance, as described
by Cuomo et al (2014).
From a numerical point of view, this novel solution can accelerate the convergence of the L-BFGS
algorithm, used for minimizing the cost function in OceanVar. From a parallel point of view it
removes the imaginary sea points on the lands providing a better balance between computational
system loads in the horizontal domain decomposition and hence eliminating possible bottlenecks
represented by the sub-domains with many coastlines.
In OceanVar, RF is a loop that has loop-carried dependencies along x and y directions. The existing
horizontal parallel strategy of OceanVar is the domain decomposition where the RF has been
localized on the macro-areas but they are blind and hence the RF is stopped without transferring of
the information to the neighbor sub-domains. This kind of solution replaces the use of pipeline
method that needs to transfer date to the near sub-domains but introduces significant discontinuities
in the global solution if the observations are too close at the borders of the sub-domain. The
proposed improvement is to determine new fitting conditions on the borders to remove these
discontinuities and preserve the quasi-Gaussian shape of the horizontal correlation. This represents
a novel solution in the parallel strategy of the 3DVAR method, in order to obtain local solutions such
whose union satisfactorily approximates the global solution.
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